
SPECIAL OPERATIONS SEARCH KIT
SEARCH SOLUTIONS

The Special Operations Search Kit, 
which complements the Allen Vanguard 
range of special operations equipment, 
provides a combined visual search and 
search tool capability.  

The Special Operations Search Kit 
gives EOD and Search personnel the 
capability to deploy with a compact 
but comprehensive range of Search 
equipment, that will enable them to carry 
out a wide range of search activities in 
the most demanding of environments 
and under hostile tactical conditions if 
required.  

The Special Operations Search kit has 
been designed for military and law 
enforcement personnel. All the equipment 
is contained in a specifically designed 
backpack that offers a comfortable 
ergonomic design, combined with the 
practicality of equipment stowage.



Due to continual product development, descriptions and specifications are 
subject to change without prior notification and such details must not be used 
for contractual purposes.

Allen Vanguard is ISO 9001:2008 Registered.

www.allenvanguard.com
sales@allenvanguard.com 

United Kingdom United States Canada 
+44(0)1684.851.100 1.866.747.3590 1.613.739.9646
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Features
The internal compartments are designed to hold a 
comprehensive range of Search equipment including: 
Search mirrors, metal detector, torches, sealing 
equipment, visual aids, protection equipment, tooling, 
and access equipment. 

The equipment is laid out and designed to enable search 
personnel to gain access to the required grouping of 
equipment quickly and easily. The backpack has also been 
designed to allow for extra free space allowing search 
personnel to insert some of their own personal equipment if 
required. 

The makeup and construction of the Special Operations 
backpack also makes it a suitable and comprehensive 
search kit for any conventional search team.

For freight movement and stowage of the main backpack 
and all ancillary equipment (chargers and consumables) 
an additional hardened air transport case is available 
upon request.

Illumination: hand held torches

Search: Allen search mirrors, mirror search arms, telescopic 
arms, miniature visual search equipment, endoscope

Surveillance: compact camera, Night Vision, IR illuminator 
(Enhanced kit SO SK2/00 only)

Tools: Socket set, pliers, grips, wrench set, screw drivers, 
cordless drill and bits, pocket tool

Protection: Coveralls, gloves, goggles

Consumable and Sundries: Seals, markers, ties, tapes, 
shock cords, releasing fluid, line, door wedges

Carrying Equipment: SO Search Backpack, Thigh Pouch, 
Ancillaries Holdall

Optional Equipment: Freight/Flight Container

SUMMARY

Logical backpack compartments with 
easy-to-use pull-out pouches 

Provided in a manportable backpack & 
holdall

Military, law enforcement, special forces 
and for special operations
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